
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A guide to how to prepare & react to adverse 

weather for private rented properties. 
 



 

 

 

Operation Icicle 

A common sense approach to winterising your rental properties. 
 

It consists of two areas:- 

Management:  How you can prepare your business, prevention & reaction to an incident. 

Risk Assessment: An assessment of each property looking at simple measures to prevent frost damage 

& prevention of personal injury. 

 

With money in short supply we have highlighted some low cost options with a  

 

Management: 
Prevention: 
 As the old adage goes prevention is better than cure look at some generic tips: 

 Loft & cavity wall insulation can keep the property warmer & prevent frost damage as well as 

saving the tenant money; there are grants to certain tenants & landlord schemes. 

 Invest in boiler servicing (add it to onto your CP12s) it’s a cost effective approach. 

 If you take the time to help your tenants, insulate & prevent damage (hopefully) they will 

appreciate it & feel valued. On the financial side if you can reduce the tenants heating costs they are 

more likely to be able to afford the rent. 

 Double glazed windows & doors can save energy, these add security & energy efficiency to the 

property and make a property more desirable 

 On the subject of rock salt now is good time to purchase stock, previous winters there was a 

national shortage & the price doubled,  

 Empty Properties, look at your Insurance companies T&Cs they will have an empty property 

section, these may include leaving the heating on at the thermostat at a certain temperature, frost 

prevention, regular visits and if the property is a long term empty drain down of the water systems. 

 Empty Properties check with your local Council to see if they have any grants/low cost loans to 

bring empty properties back into use, end the headache & your cashflow. 

 Look at your own winter arrangements, can you operate your business in severe weather. Most 

Local Councils have Business Contingency/Resilience advice. 

 We carry several portable electric heaters (which have to be PAT tested every year) to provide 

tenants with emergency heating in the event of central heating failure, why not purchase a few, 

remember they will need Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) every year to make sure they are safe 

& keep the original packaging. 

 There are plenty of sources of information on the internet, look for Government/Local Authority 

funded or backed ones as these are not trying to sell you something. 

 Autumn is a great time to run central heating systems for a couple of hours, many heating engineers 

find callouts increase when the temperature drops & getting a good engineer becomes a problem, so 

testing your systems is wise to show up any faults after the spring/summer months of inactivity.  
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Assessment: 
 Undertake an individual cold weather risk assessment for each property & create an action plan to 

target items with the highest risk of injury, disruption & damage. 

 Ask your contactors if they are ready for winter, we have invested in winter equipment, sturdy 

boots, snow shovels, stocks of rock salt etc, we have also invested in our transport with the latest 

technology traction control & winter tyres. With a little prompt from you they may invest in winter 

equipment to stay on the road & be available for any emergencies. 

 Have a long term replacement plan with central heating boilers; there are some grants available for 

the oldest boilers. 

Elderly Tenants: 

 Work with them to see if they have a good tariff for energy, they might not have access to the 

internet. Fuel poverty is going to be a big problem this winter with high fuel costs & low increases 

in pensions & the impact this has with your rent. 

 Look for advice with pre payments meters (Age UK, Citizens advice etc) tariffs are often hidden 

but the energy companies are required by law to provide these. These types of meters are the most 

expensive way to pay for energy. Most of the money is taken by, the local shop; card system 

provider & energy company the minority going to purchase actual gas & electricity. Ask us about 

our strategy to get these taken out for free. 

 Provide them with a bag of rocksalt to keep their paths clear, its low cost & could prevent slips & 

falls, long hospitalisation & unheated property.  

 Look at handrails outside especially by doors & steps; you may be able to get help from the local 

NHS trust.  

 If you suspect any insulation/fireproofing could be asbestos leave it alone & have it tested. 

 Look at your Energy Performance Certificate for methods to increase the rating. It is looking likely 

that the current government is introducing  prevention of letting properties which have a low rating, 

so now is good time to insulate. 

 

Action: 
 If you have an incident i.e. water/snow leak, burst or frozen pipes, react as soon as possible, if you 

are going to claim on insurance your insurance company will be looking to you to “mitigate your 

loss” i.e. minimise the damage caused. Find a contractor who can react to a burst quickly even if 

it’s just to cap or isolate. The longer you leave it the worse if will become, we have attended many 

incidents over the years & a stopped/capped leak quickly saves repair & remedial work, especially 

with Tyneside flats as the water will allow work its way down to the lower flat. 

 

Risk Assessment: 
 Assess each property looking at the following areas, from top to bottom: 

 Roofs, ridge tiles, flat roofs, guttering (look at doubling the number of gutter clips on plastic 

guttering especially south facing elevation as the current standard spacing is not enough to cope 

with the large amounts of snow we have had in winter & sunlight melting the snow to come off the 

roof at once), fallpipes & drainage. (The best time to check is when it raining, it highlights water 

running down walls etc) leaking water furniture causes large icicles which can cause personal 

injury when they fall. Many suspension bridges were closed in the severe winter for this reason. 

 Locate the external stop tap (if there is one, sometimes they get covered over & impossible to find 

when covered with snow) & test it, they get blocked by debris, or the housing can move out of 

alignment & the stoptap can seize. Long keys can be purchased from Toolstation or Screwfix far 



 

 

cheaper than getting the water supplier to turn it off & then back on as they can charge for both 

visits. By testing the stopcock you can then be certain where it is & if it is a shared supply 

(common in Tyneside Flats) as you can’t isolate another property for long without problems.  

 Internal stop taps, (both mains water & water tank stop taps) you & your tenant should know where 

they are & how to use them in the event of a burst, they should be clearly marked & working, now 

is the time to get them working.  

 Pipe insulation is vital, its low tech & low cost look at where pipes are located especially in non 

heated areas & using foam pipe insulation & cable ties as well as bubble wrap foiled pipewrap.  

 As we mentioned before loft & cavity wall insulation is available to some vulnerable groups, this 

could be the difference between life & death for the elderly. 

 Newer gas boilers use a condensing system to reduce the emissions; this consists of a pipe going to 

a drain (usually outside). Just before Christmas (when we had a very harsh frost)a leading boiler 

repairer had 13,000 outstanding frozen condensates in the North East alone. We have rerouted all 

our boiler condensates internally, If this is not possible insulate them. 

 See if your tenants have any unsuitable heating appliances, bottled gas, paraffin & advise them not 

to use them, if you can’t fit a Carbon Monoxide detector to the property, it could prevent CO 

poisoning. Contact your local Fire & Rescue Service for a Free Home Fire Risk Assessment.  

 Ensure they don’t bring blocked fireplaces back into use without the proper checks, usually they 

were taken out of use for a reason e.g. leaking chimney/flue & usually they are capped to prevent 

birds & water ingress. 

 Draft excluders, look to see where these could be fitted (but be aware of ventilation for gas/solid 

fuel appliances) badly fitting/ broken windows and doors. 

 Low energy bulbs, fit them as standard in every property, look for offers at Supermarkets & DIY 

stores, they are even available for PIR outside security lamps. 

 Look at external staircases are the surfaces suitable & robust as well as the handrails can they 

support the weight of a person if they were to fall as well sharp object if someone were to fall. 

 

 

 

 

This guide is a short resume of our experiences over the years, although recent harsh winters were eye-

openers for us all.  
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